
Tim-Tam the Enchanter

1. Noun

2. Adjective

3. Determiner
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5. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

6. Adjective
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8. Adjective
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11. Proper Noun
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Tim-Tam the Enchanter

A madlib tale of Tim Tam o'Shanter/Shatner/the enchanter,

Tim-Tam O'Shanter, O'Shatner, the Enchanter.

Tim-Tam is an artist. His favorite mediums to use are the camera, his Noun and the Adjective

environment

Tim Tam is also now a farmer of timber.

A father of a Willow. An' a husband to boot.

he is also a man who can Determiner away the Uische an brews.

An' those who saw him last Burns nae - finish the Sir Sean Bond alphabet drinking game finer an

Adjective than some hae started - still wonder if his leg is hollow or Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present .

Though he likes to tell the Adjective tale of a night of Particle an boozing an waking up in a

snowbank, we somehow know that if we all got pulled over for DUI's - Tim Tam would somehow come out of it

victorious,



glorious an Adjective .

Tim-Tam Adverb about his red Adjective rose - an' tho some say he sounds a wee bit more like

the Swedish Chef than Star Treks Montgomery Scott [aka James Montgomery Proper Noun ]- Tho we

know he was 'givin her all i got cap'n", we have all Adjective at how much he has improved in his guitar

skills.

TimTam is a man who Verb - Present ends in S his shorts. an not so much his pants. so a kilt is a preferable

Noun to trousers.

One Burns night past - after Proper Noun - Plural had much too much to drink - I did look over to see,

unbidden, the man had worn his kilt in the Adjective scottish fashion!. an this version of Burns poem

came to mind " wee sleekit, shy, tim-rous beastie, o waht a panics in thy Noun . i'm truly sorry man's

dominion has broken natures's social union, Adverb

still. points for authenticity.

somehow he landed a Adjective Calendonia goddess,

an tho we know he prolly didnt Determiner her to the golden apples,

he surely could have if it was a drinking game to win her Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present

So



tim tam owes a lot to Scotland,

his heart versus his liver.

So Raise yer cuppers to his fine Noun

an' if not, you're a no good Noun
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